itle

xplore the temples and shrines of otohira and Zentsuji!
spots

pilgrimage to agawa's two major power

egion：Zentsuji ity

anguages vailable
iscover the story of two major beliefs

verview

agawa refecture

■ apanese■ nglish■ hinese□ ther

onpira and ukai!

n the otohira area located in the centre of agawa refecture there are both a temple and a shrine
believed to have great power and essential places when discussing apanese folk beliefs otohira gu
hrine and Zentsuji emple
onpira mairi a pilgrimage to otohira gu hrine dedicated to the god of the sea was the only pilgrimage
allowed in the do period when ordinary citizens could not travel casually his pilgrimage was widely
admired and longed for second only to se mairi a pilgrimage to se hrine in ie refecture
ohonzan Zentsuji emple is known as the birthplace of obo aishi ukai and also a pilgrimage site
having long been considered a place of great faith

anguage upport

anguage completion tools

■Yes／□ o

nterpreter available

■Yes／□ o

n this tour you will visit otohira gu hrine and Zentsuji emple in a single day and experience the folk
history of these sacred places!
n the way you will be able to savour a sanuki udon lunch which is an absolute must when you come to
agawa as well as a sake tasting experience
et's take a trip to otohira and Zentsuji emple to enjoy the majestic atmosphere of these sacred places
and learn about the deep rooted faiths of apan!
uide information
Ⅰ isit the two major power spots in agawa
hrine and Zentsuji emple in a single day

nique elling oints

multilingual tour guide staff ( apanese
independent assessment

nglish

hinese) who has passed an

otohira gu

e will guide you through the two expansive complexes
carefully selecting the spots and experiences that you must not
miss ven if it is your first time visiting otohira gu and
Zentsuji emple you will be able to fully experience the charms
and power of both locations in one day ur guide will also
carefully explain the proper rules and etiquette for visiting these
temples and shrines

画像１
articipant equirements

one

ancellation olicy

ree cancellation up to

Ⅱ earn more about the history behind the folk beliefs
represented by otohira and Zentsuji

nique elling oints

otohira gu hrine and Zentsuji emple were once places that
common people of the past longed to visit at least once in their
lives s a result the history of the ordinary citizens’ uddhist
beliefs is preserved in many sacred places n this tour we will
focus on the theme of "popular beliefs and our guide will
explain this history in an easy to understand manner while at
the same time incorporating a number of experiences providing
you with an interesting insight into apanese religious culture

画像２

recautionary considerations

Ⅲ he approach to the temple town is full of atmosphere and
you can enjoy a onpira troll" tour of stores selling souvenirs
that can only be bought here

nique elling oints

hours before

he long approach to the otohira gu hrine is lined with
popular souvenir stores he onpira troll" is a way to enjoy
the walk up to the shrine while eating drinking or picking up a
few souvenirs in these stores n addition to the stores
recommended by our guide you can also freely explore
according to your own preferences one of the charms of a
private tour

・ lease note that this tour consists of walking up hundreds of stone steps
and as such wheelchair users cannot participate e apologise for the
inconvenience
・ ome locations serve alcoholic beverages hildren are allowed to enter but
they must be at least
years of age to consume alcohol
・ his tour feature long walking distances so we recommend you wear
comfortable footwear

画像３

eet up and explanation
Zentsuji tation ticket gate
・ anukinomiya agawa okoku hrine
min
・ ohonzan Zentsuji emple
min
・ akadoro min
・ entekomai
min
・ inryo no ato
min
・ onpira motesando
min
・ otohira gu hrine mon ( ate)
min
・ otohira gu hrine sahi no Yashiro min
・ otohira gu hrine ohongu
min
・ otohira nsen yado hikishima kan ootbath
min

ther lan
nformation

n case of bad weather
emergency delay or no show

・ f you do not arrive at the departure point within
time it will be treated as a no show

minutes of the agreed

【 utline of each spot】
anukinomiya agawa okoku hrine his shrine enshrines the heroic spirits of people from agawa refecture who have given
their precious lives for their country during the eiji estoration s the th of the
anuki shrines in existence it is one of the
representative shrines of agawa eel free to follow the shrine's instructions for worship
ohonzan Zentsuji emple he th temple of the
sacred sites in hikoku and the head temple of the Zentsuji sect of hingon
uddhism known as the birthplace of obo aishi ukai eel the source of the power of " aishi sama" as you tour the sights of
the temple in the spaceous grounds filled with clean air!
akadoro his is the tallest wooden lantern in apan standing
metres high t was once used as a lighthouse for ships sailing in
the eto nland ea and is also a guiding light for sailors to worship onpira hrine tart your " onpira troll" from this retro
landmark

tinerary

entekomai his restaurant is located at the entrance to onpira motesando and serves authentic anuki udon he udon soup
is so light that you can drink it all up and the noodles are so smooth that you can feel them slipping down your throat making it
the perfect place to eat before visiting onpira njoy an inexpensive fast and delicious lunch considered the pride of agawa!
inryo no ato ocated at the approach to onpira hrine this is a sake museum and sales office where you can take a tour of
the restored white walled sake brewery founded in
and taste the famous "pure sake" inryo!
onpira motesando t last the road to otohira gu hrine begins here here are
long stone steps from the motesando to
the main shrine eisurely making your way through the bustling streets you begin your " onpira mairi" beloved by the people for
centuries!
otohira gu hrine mon ( ate) t the end of the approach lined with souvenir stores lies the entrance gate to otohira gu
hrine named otohira gu mon located on the
th step hen you arrive at the gate take a look back at the path you have
taken for a beautiful view of the stone steps and the anuki lain below!

nsurance upport

■Yes／□ o

otohira gu hrine sahi no Yashiro e finally arrived at the
th step! sahi no Yashiro shrine is said to have taken about
years to complete and the magnificent double height gabled shrine building will take your breath away e recommend not yet
visiting sahi no Yashiro shrine but to do so on your way back after the main shrine ohongu here are only
steps left to
the main shrine!
otohira gu hrine ohongu ( ain hrine) fter climbing the last
steps you will finally arrive at the main sanctuary of
otohira gu hrine! he shrine dedicated to the od of the ea has been known as anuki’s onpira hrine since ancient
times n a clear day you can even see a spectacular view of the eto hashi ridge et's pay our respects right away!
otohira nsen yado hikishima kan ootbath ood job on completing the onpira mairi! oak away your fatigue at the free
footbath facility facing the approach to the shrine and enjoy the warm hot spring water as you reflect on today's tour
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